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1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Setting the Stage

I’m not sure when I started to embrace student feedback about my teaching, but 
I do know that in my first teaching position, I was disappointed that nobody—
none of my biology colleagues, not my department chair, not even my  mentor—
came into my class to watch my teaching. Thus, the only feedback I had was 
from my students and that only came in large, often unpleasant doses, at the 
end of each semester. I felt like things were going well, but it is hard to say when 
you are teaching a large-enrollment, introductory biology course for nonma-
jors. I knew they were doing okay on the exams—not great, but okay. I also 
knew that most of them were coming to class and participating in the active 
learning exercises. However, sometimes I wasn’t sure if I was really connecting 
with them. It seemed like I could simply ask them how things were going, but 
given the power dynamics of the college classroom, I knew that would be a fool-
ish endeavor. So I swallowed my doses of end-of-semester student evaluations, 
which were mostly good, but often contained some surprises. For example, some 
students expressed their disappointment in the course because I hadn’t done 
something they were expecting, like providing them study guides or teaching 
about a particular biology topic that I had never planned on teaching. And 
some students expressed anger at me or the university for making them take a 
general education science course, especially a course, like mine, where they had 
to take exams with short-answer questions. Craziness. Had I known about these 
issues and concerns sooner, I might have been able to make appropriate correc-
tions and steer things differently to minimize the impact this clearly had on 
their willingness and motivation to learn. Because things were mostly okay, and 
only a handful of students expressed having difficulties, I did my best to react 
to the end-of-semester feedback in my planning for the next term. However, 
despite my efforts to respond to student feedback, I kept getting comments from 
a handful of students that made me pause. And then everything changed. I met 
the small group instructional diagnosis (SGID) technique.

The SGID is not some sort of medical procedure—although it sounds like 
one. My first encounter with this technique was at the University of Virginia, 
where they called the SGID the “Teaching Analysis Poll” (TAP). The SGID 
also goes by names like the “Mid-Semester Course Analysis” (MSCA, Colby 
College), the “Mid-Semester Interview About Teaching” (MIT, Grand Valley 
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2  INTRODUCTION

State University), “Mid-Semester Group Analysis” (MSGA, University of 
the South), and a variety of other names. But at the end of the day all of 
these  methods are the SGID, which is simply four conversations that you 
can use to solicit midsemester feedback from your students. Actually, the 
SGID allows you to collect amazing, actionable midsemester feedback that 
 empowers you to make necessary midcourse corrections—small or large—
to ensure you and your  students experience a productive teaching and 
learning environment.

What did I learn from my first, second, and 20th SGID? Loads. Why? 
Because the SGID doesn’t ask students to fill out a Likert-scale survey or jot 
down a few comments; it asks them to talk about how your class promotes and 
hinders learning with a learned colleague guiding their discussions. These con-
versations happen during the middle of the semester where, under the guidance 
of one of your colleagues, students distill their conversations into feedback they 
write on the board for the entire class to discuss and debate. Thus, the results 
come in the form of a conversation that starts with the students and ends in 
your office as your colleague shares with you the conversations they had with 
your students about the course.

Sure, I learned things from the SGID I already knew—that I talk fast 
(because I am from the North and most of my students were from the South) 
and that the textbook didn’t help their learning (because there was no text-
book). But I also learned that they didn’t understand why we were doing some 
of the active learning assignments and why I had them complete warm-up 
quizzes before each class (how annoying of me). Thus, I was able to revisit these 
topics and make slight midcourse corrections to address some of their concerns 
about the activities and quizzes. When I made a major pedagogical change in 
my course, the SGID results helped me navigate a variety of issues that often 
come when you redesign a course. In this case, the SGID allowed me to make 
small midsemester corrections to the ways I was using the learning manage-
ment system and larger corrections in how I was providing feedback to their 
weekly research assignments. The SGID also informed course corrections that 
I couldn’t implement until the next semester, such as rethinking when I deliv-
ered  lectures to complement the research the students were doing. Yes, I still 
had my students complete the end-of-semester evaluations, which, combined 
with the SGID results, provided me with a more complete view of the course. 
Ultimately, knowing how the course was helping and hindering student learn-
ing guided the development of meaningful course corrections that enhanced 
communication about course components, increased transparency about my 
pedagogical  decisions, and improved student learning.

—Carol A. Hurney
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INTRODUCTION  3

T he SGID is a consultation method developed to collect midsemes-
ter feedback from students using structured small and large group 
 conversations (Diamond, 2004). The SGID process is a consulta-

tion experience enriched by four conversations between students, a learned 
 colleague we refer to as the SGID consultant (to avoid confusion with 
too many references to instructors), and—you, the instructor (Figure I.1). 
Student feedback obtained from an SGID includes insights gleaned from 
conversations students have with each other in small groups about the 
learning  happening in a course under the guidance of a consultant (SGID 
Conversation 1—Student & Students). The SGID consultant engages the 
students in a conversation about their feedback designed to seek clarity 
and depth regarding how the feedback provided impacts the learning in the 
course (SGID Conversation 2—Students & Consultant). Results from the 
small and large group conversations form the cornerstone of a conversation 
between the consultant and the instructor, where the consultant collabora-
tively discusses how the feedback provided by the students can productively 
inform the pedagogical approaches and strategies used by the instructor 
(SGID Conversation 3—Consultant & Instructor). SGID Conversation 3 
often reveals midcourse corrections the instructor could implement or clari-
fications the instructor can make to address student concerns. Finally, the 
instructor closes the feedback loop with a conversation with their students 
about what they learned and how best to move forward in ways that enrich 
the learning experience (SGID Conversation 4—Instructor & Students).

We believe that having these SGID conversations during the middle of 
the semester changes everything—the way students think about the teaching 
and learning endeavor, the way instructors perceive the learning challenges 
of their courses, the way educational developers understand teaching and 
learning throughout their institution, and the quality of the institutional 
academic culture. Most importantly, the SGID equips the instructor with 
the knowledge to make midsemester course corrections that can profoundly 
impact the ways students navigate the course, communicate with the instruc-
tor, and realize the ways effective teaching can enhance learning.

Before we go much further, we should probably talk about what an SGID 
is not. The SGID is not a teaching evaluation method. Rather, the SGID is 
a method to collect student feedback. Although the line between these two 
ideas may seem thin, in our minds it is a crucial distinction. We do not advo-
cate using the SGID to evaluate teaching quality or level of student learning. 
Instead, we believe the SGID sits firmly in the “feedback collection” category 
and as such, should not be used to determine teaching quality. The SGID 
results can most certainly be integrated into a teaching portfolio where the 
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4  INTRODUCTION

instructor can reflect on the ways they responded to the results. The instruc-
tor can also integrate feedback from other sources (e.g., student evaluations 
of teaching, peer evaluations of teaching) in the narrative they  construct 
reflecting on how these sources influenced their pedagogical choices and the 
impact these choices had on student learning.

The SGID is such a powerful midsemester course correction tool, not 
only because it supports the collection of rich, actionable student feedback 
about teaching, but also because it places a lot of value on conversations, and 
for good reason. Formal and informal conversations are the mechanisms by 
which many instructors learn about teaching. In the world of higher educa-
tion, these conversations most often occur between disciplinary colleagues 
who have nearby offices. However, these conversations can also occur with 
other instructors from other departments in hallways, over lunch, at  campus 
events, or in meetings. These conversations can involve students,  mentors, 
and administrators. Sometimes these conversations are about teaching dilem-
mas the instructors are experiencing or something amazing that happened 
during a recent class. Sometimes these conversations are seeded with ideas 
from books, the scholarship of teaching and learning, or professional devel-
opment workshops. Sadly, very few of these conversations are informed by 
constructive feedback instructors have received about their teaching.

Feedback that instructors receive from colleagues about their teaching 
is often limited to a few classroom observations across an entire career and 
focused on summative evaluations for tenure or promotion. Thus, conversa-
tions about classroom observations may not always provide insightful and 
actionable comments that help instructors make meaningful course correc-
tions and reflect on the teaching and learning environment in their courses 
and their professional journey as educators. Thankfully, SGIDs transform the 
consultations instructors have about teaching into productive experiences by 

Figure I.1. SGID conversations.

2

34

1

2. Students & Consultant

3. Consultant & Instructor

1. Students & Students
Students talk with students in small group
settings answering select questions about
the learning environment in a course. This
conversation allows all members of a class
to express their thoughts and ideas.

4. Instructor & Students

The SGID

The instructor closes the feedback loop by
having a conversation with the students.
During this conversation, the instructor
thanks them for providing their feedback
and discusses what the instructor learned
and how things might change for the rest
of the course.

The SGID consultant converses with the
instructor about the feedback from the
students AND the narrative that ensued.
The SGID consultant and instructor explore
opportunities to productively respond to
the feedback and how best to support a
thriving learning environment in the course.

Students talk with the SGID consultant about
the combined set of feedback from all of the
small group conversations. The consultant
solicits explanations of the feedback via a
whole class conversation focused on the
learning environment.
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INTRODUCTION  5

providing the instructor with student feedback informed by direct interac-
tion between students and the SGID consultant and contextualized within 
the learning environment of that course.

Faculty also receive feedback from students in the form of end-of-semester 
student evaluations of teaching (SETs). SETs are meant to provide feedback 
that informs instructors on the quality of their teaching and, by exten-
sion, the learning taking place in their courses. Although there are  certainly 
 effective ways to design SETs, these instruments often do not provide the 
instructor with results that they can easily interpret and react to. In our roles 
as instructors, we have faced our own SETs and in our roles as directors of 
centers of teaching and learning, we have also consulted with instructors who 
are concerned enough about their SET scores that they have reached out 
to talk with us. Yet, although these consultations are important interactions, 
they often miss the mark of supporting effective teaching practices. Instead 
of talking about teaching as a primary concern, these conversations are more 
focused on how to get students to evaluate the course better in the future. 
Understandably, we would rather engage instructors in conversations about 
what they really care about—the quality of their teaching and how it impacts 
student learning. Our goal as educational developers is to help instructors 
become better teachers. And we want to help them use feedback from their 
students to do that. Yet, from our vantage points, consultations focused on 
SETs do not fully support a thriving culture of teaching at our institutions.

Qualitative student comments from SETs, if there are any, often emerge 
from the extremes of student feedback, from those who either liked or disliked 
the course. Often missing are comments from students with more moderate, 
or constructive opinions about the course. However, the qualitative feedback 
obtained from the SGID comes with a backstory that tells a narrative about 
a course—any course, in any discipline. Because it is a formative type of 
feedback, the SGID story is dynamic, reflecting recent and upcoming events 
in a course, such as project due dates and exams. The SGID provides a more 
complete story about a course than what is represented in the SET results or 
peer class observation feedback, surfacing potential differences across terms 
or in two sections of the same course. The SGID digs into course assessments 
and policies, while also exploring time spent in class and out of class, and 
ways the students prepare or don’t prepare for class. Ultimately, the SGID is 
an ongoing dialogue between the students, the consultant, and the instruc-
tor connecting semester to semester, academic year to academic year, and 
impacting the institutional dialogue and culture around teaching.

Other methods for conducting effective instructor consultations are well 
documented. These approaches outline ways administrators,  educational 
developers, and colleagues can provide robust individual consultations, 
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6  INTRODUCTION

 mentoring, or coaching to the instructor about their teaching. Additionally, 
there are a myriad of peer consultation structures that institutions can 
 provide for instructors—teaching squares, mutual mentoring groups, learn-
ing  communities, or communities of practice—where they can engage in 
 conversations about their teaching. Some of these consultation  structures 
may incorporate opportunities for instructors to observe each other’s 
 teaching or may be focused on a specific topic or pedagogical intervention. 
But most often these groups talk about teaching seeded by ideas from senior 
 instructors or the  literature on teaching and learning or on ways to make 
teaching more manageable. They rarely take into account the perspectives 
of the actual learners in our courses, our current students. Again, from our 
 collective perspectives as center directors, we value community-building 
experiences focused on effective teaching and learning practices and offer 
some of these programming opportunities for our instructors. Yet sometimes 
it is difficult for these conversations, whether they are one-on-one or in a 
group setting, to directly challenge the mental models instructors have about 
their own teaching and to draw inferences from student feedback, making it 
difficult for them to embrace substantive changes to their courses.

For the most part, instructor consultations about teaching occur 
 one-on-one between instructors and administrators, senior instructors, or 
educational developers. Most of these consultations focus on performance 
or on a particular teaching need or topic. And most often individual con-
sultations happen in isolation from students, who not only have insights on 
the factors that impact learning but would benefit from reflective conversa-
tions about teaching and learning. We believe that the SGID breaks this 
pattern of behavior. Instead of relying on the typical, one-to-one, isolated 
consultation structure most often provided by centers for teaching and 
learning, the SGID provides formative feedback on teaching informed by 
students’ voices. It creates intentional conversations about the teaching and 
learning endeavor, which is at the heart of experiences that support effective 
instructor mentoring and development.

Each SGID conversation holds a promise to make teaching and learning 
a more transparent, collaborative, and meaningful experience. Although stu-
dents often talk with other students, and instructors most certainly talk with 
other instructors, the SGID conversations provide a space for these players to 
talk openly and purposefully about teaching and learning. For these reasons, 
we feel that instructors and educational developers should consider imple-
menting, expanding, or enhancing SGID conversations on their campuses.

We recently conducted a survey about SGID that included over 200 
individuals who engage in educational development endeavors, which we 
will draw from throughout this book. Many campuses already do offer the 
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INTRODUCTION  7

SGID as a midsemester course service through faculty development offices, 
such as centers for teaching and learning (our survey found that 60–65% of 
respondents have SGIDs on their campuses, but this estimate is likely higher 
than the true average across the United States and Canada). Yet the SGID 
can also be integrated into existing mentoring programs or become one of the 
informal opportunities instructors share with one another to enhance their 
teaching. Additionally, the SGID can be used to leverage campus  priorities 
by aligning the questions posed to students during the SGID with specific 
teaching goals or learning initiatives.

Combined, the SGID conversations make good on a promise to enhance 
academic culture by intentionally connecting students, SGID consultants, 
and instructors with constructive feedback about teaching and learning. 
Think about this question: When do students talk with other students about 
how a course impacts their learning? You might have dreams that these kinds 
of conversations are happening at the dining hall or when students are study-
ing, but they are probably not. And how often do students get to talk about 
teaching and learning with a trained consultant facilitating the discussion in 
productive and constructive ways? Again, not very often.

SGID conversations create memorable moments where students speak 
teaching and learning truths that can help support effective midsemester 
corrections. During the large group conversations with students, we have 
witnessed teaching and learning gems such as Going to the Spanish table for 
lunch is one of the best ways I help my learning in this class or I always review 
my notes right after class, so that I can figure out what I missed or This professor 
really facilitates a great class discussion. Of course we also hear students express 
their concerns in ways like The TAs for this class are not well prepared to help 
me during office hours or Since the homework is due the night before class, I often 
procrastinate or I wish the professor would provide better explanations of some 
of the more difficult concepts we are covering; instead she just repeats what she 
has said in a different order. Of course, all of these types of feedback are valu-
able for improving the learning environment and are especially helpful at the 
midsemester point, offering the chance for the instructor to make corrections 
to homework due dates, improve the ways they explain material, and adjust 
how the TAs support the course.

We have also witnessed what we call the perfect SGID moment. These 
moments most often happen during the large group conversation when a 
student is trying to explain to the SGID consultant why the amount of 
 reading or length of an assignment is just too long or too hard and how 
this may be impacting their learning. The consultant attends to this 
 student through direct eye contact and then turns to the class and ask them 
for their thoughts on this topic. And then it happens. A student looks at the 
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8  INTRODUCTION

 consultant and the other student who was lamenting about the length or 
difficulty of an assignment and says plainly to everyone in the class—This 
is college; we are supposed to be reading a lot and doing hard assignments—or 
something equally poignant. Yes, this is college and hearing this perspec-
tive from a fellow student instead of the SGID consultant or the instructor 
has a profound impact on the rest of the students contemplating what we 
hope is a deeper understanding of the teaching and learning experience in 
that course, with that professor, and at that institution. The SGID brings 
conversations about teaching and learning home—into the classroom, often 
down to the level of  assignments—and many times the students self-correct 
during the SGID. And when the instructor and students make appropriate 
corrections to SGID feedback, it strengthens the academic culture in that 
course, impacting more than just the students in that room.

Compelling conversations also emerge during the SGID consultation 
with the instructor. For example, students often express to the SGID con-
sultant that they would like more clarity on assignments, especially on ways 
that the instructor grades assignments. In a typical consultation model, we 
would suggest that the instructor develop a rubric and offer students exam-
ples of excellent work. Although we know that rubrics support more efficient 
grading and provide a more rigorous assessment system that helps students 
understand assignment expectations, instructors are often reticent to use 
them. However, within the SGID construct, we have heard many instructors 
suggest to us that I can help the students better understand my assignments if 
I develop a rubric or Maybe I should give my students examples of quality work 
so they can see what it is I am looking for. Often instructors are surprised that 
a 30-minute conversation with their students resulted in so much helpful 
information, information that they had never seen before in any of their SET 
results. They immediately search for the best corrections they can make to 
respond to the SGID feedback. Faculty tell us things like I had no idea they 
found this assignment so helpful or I would have never known that the students 
were so confused about the role of reading in the course. Although comments 
like this may seem trivial, they represent just a glimpse into the narrative 
about the teaching and learning environment that the SGID consultant can 
provide the instructor, which informs the conversation the instructor has 
with the students about their feedback. And this last conversation—between 
instructor and students—never happens with respect to SETs. We also sus-
pect that the SGID stimulates rich discussions among colleagues that impact 
course and curriculum design.

Our individual SGID stories about the impact the SGID has had on us 
and the teaching and learning cultures at our institutions brought us together 
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INTRODUCTION  9

to write this book. And although we know that many centers for teaching and 
learning offer SGIDs as part of their programming portfolios, we also know 
that there are centers that do not offer SGIDs and that there are instructors 
who would use this program to collect midsemester feedback if the SGID 
process was made more accessible to them. We also know that the SGID 
impacts more than just the learning environment of courses. Instructors, 
students, SGID consultants, and the institutional culture all benefit from 
the SGID experience. We believe that the SGID is so impactful, we direct 
significant amounts of our time engaging our efforts supporting the SGID 
process at our institutions. We hope to convince you that this midsemester 
course feedback technique is worth a first, second, or 100th look. Getting 
the most out of each SGID conversation is what this book is about. And 
although getting an SGID program up and running on a campus may seem 
simple, especially if the SGID is an informal process between two friendly 
faculty members, it is worth considering a range of situational factors around 
each of the four conversations. These factors, we have found through prac-
tice, can be instrumental in the success of SGIDs. Simply hoping that the 
SGID will have a transformative impact on students, instructors, and the 
campus culture will not ensure that your institution will get the most out of 
the experience.

Our book takes you on a journey informed by our SGID experiences, 
our SGID survey data, and the SGID literature. More importantly, we tell 
SGID stories along the way and explore interesting tangents to help place 
you in the lived experience of the SGID. We have written this book with a 
wide-ranging audience in mind. Whether you are an instructor or an educa-
tional developer, you will find yourself and your needs reflected. Additionally, 
this book will appeal to instructors and staff serving on faculty development 
committees, those associated with centers for teaching and learning (CTLs), 
and those with related academic administrative roles.

We begin chapter 1 of Part One, “In Search of Midcourse Correction: 
Discovering the SGID,” by examining the core elements and complete pro-
cess for the SGID—the four conversations that are the heart of the SGID 
and the questions you can use to seed these conversations. We continue in 
chapter 2 by discovering more about variations in the SGID we found in the 
literature or that we have implemented in our centers. In Part Two, “Getting 
Started,” we explore the process for an instructor at an institution ( chapter 3) 
and for a center director (chapter 4). Once you start doing SGIDs either 
with a group of colleagues or as a part of a CTL, Part Three, “Making the 
Case,” examines how the SGID directly impacts a course, offering ideas 
for midcourse corrections and other pedagogical insights (chapter 5) and 
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10  INTRODUCTION

how the SGID impacts more than just the course (e.g., instructors, consult-
ants, department culture, curriculum, academic culture; chapter 6). In Part 
Four, “Maximizing the Potential,” we end by exploring ways to get the most 
out of the SGID, examining strategies we have used to improve the SGID 
experience and grow SGID programs (chapter 7) and how instructors and 
 centers can use the SGID as a research tool or, better yet, engage in research 
addressing the many unanswered questions regarding SGIDs (chapter 8). 
We  conclude in “Unwrapping the Promise of the SGID,” with stories on 
the ways the SGID continues to impact our work as educational developers.
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